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Industrial Soundscape – Alberto RICCA and Elisa SBARAGLI
 
From an idea of Andrea Ruschetti, Industrial Soundscape is a project that aims to build a post-
industrial sound and visual landscape that evokes a past common to many Italian territories. 
The key point of the project is the union of different disciplines in an intense performance 
that sees them interact and influence each other: the improvisation of electronic musicians 
and video makers, gathered to form a “laptop orchestra ”, is in fact directed by Alberto 
Ricca with conventional gestures derived from the conduction technique, in dialogue with 
two dancers, Elisa Sbaragli and Sissj Bassani. The result is an abstract re-enactment of the 
visual and acoustic landscape of industrial districts, now in decline, through a process of 
valorisation of memory in a contemporary key.

Elisa SBARAGLI
She is a dancer, choreographer and teacher. Graduated from the CIMD - International Center 
of Movement and Dance, under the artistic direction of Franca Ferrari. From 2015 She writes 
and interprets her creations. In 2019 she began to work on a new creation entitled VACUO. The 
work was presented as a study at the technical space of Fera Teatro in Domodossola, in Faenza 
during the  Faenza Art District and at the Festival delle Colline Geotermiche in Pomarance (PI). 

Alberto RICCA
He is a teacher, one of the founder of the radical improvisation label Floating Forest, and an 
electronic musician whose productions floats between contemplation and clubbing, with a 
profound fetishism for taking instruments to their limit and mash-ups between genres. He 
is the author, with the dancer and choreographer Annamaria Ajmone, of the contemporary 
dance show TO BE BANNED FROM ROME, which debuted at Torinodanza Festival.

Sissj BASSANI
She is a dancer and choreographer. He began studying classical dance at the age of 3 at the 
Dance and Theater Laboratory directed by Heidi Pasini (Crocetta di Longiano, FC) and studied 
with Heidi Pasini, Aida Mata, Barbara Spedicato and Marco Ferrini. In 2017 she created Parini 
Secondo|PARSEC movement project with Martina Piazzi and is invited in various important 
international contexts. In August 2019 he debuted with his first performance, oro.
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Fabio BRUSADIN
He is a technician and artist in the field of multimedia interaction. His research aims at 
a synthesis between different languages   and expressive forms. This synthesis unites the 
performers in a single interactive system through processes capable of translating every 
musical or movement sign into a corresponding visual sign. From 2016 to today he is a 
lecturer in the Technology for the scene and specialized technician course at the Paolo Grassi 
Academy of Dramatic Art (Milan). 

Andrea RUSCHETTI
He is the co-founder and current organizational director of the Mastronauta art center. He 
was the head of the Ludiko laboratory and in 2005 he created the toys design project “Pups.
it” with which he has received many international awards in the world of design including 
the inclusion in the MOMA catalogue and inclusion in the exhibition “New Italian Design”, 
promoted by the Milan Triennale. Since 2010, he is co-director of the residence for artists 
C.A.R.S. (Cusio Artist Residency Space) 

The CROSS Award 2019 jury has positively evaluated the project by assigning a special 
mention that rewards the ability of the artists involved to be rooted in the territory through the 
evocation and production of a poetic imagery that interrogates the collective and environmental 
memory in deeply contemporary ways.


